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Fingerprinting (automated detection) of Fingerprinting (automated detection) of curvicurvi--linear structureslinear structures

LouisLouis StrousStrous (2002) http:/www.(2002) http:/www.lmsallmsal.com/~.com/~aschwandaschwand/stereo/2000easton//stereo/2000easton/cdawcdaw.html.html

--Strous Strous detects detects curvicurvi--linear segments from brightness gradientslinear segments from brightness gradients
in 3x3 neighborhood areasin 3x3 neighborhood areas

--Problems: incompleteness of coronal loopsProblems: incompleteness of coronal loops
no discrimination between noisy pixels and loono discrimination between noisy pixels and loopsps
combination of combination of curvicurvi--linear segments to full loops linear segments to full loops 



Lee, Newman & GaryLee, Newman & Gary
improve detection ofimprove detection of
coronal loops withcoronal loops with
“Oriented connectivity“Oriented connectivity
Method” (OCM):Method” (OCM):
--median filteringmedian filtering
--contrast enhancementcontrast enhancement
--unsharpunsharp maskmask
--detection thresholddetection threshold
--directional connectivitydirectional connectivity
--potential field guidancepotential field guidance

Lee, Newman, & Gary (2004), 17Lee, Newman, & Gary (2004), 17thth InternatInternat. Conf. On Pattern Recognition, Cambridge UK, 23. Conf. On Pattern Recognition, Cambridge UK, 23--26 Aug 200426 Aug 2004



Lee, Newman, & Gary (2004) Lee, Newman, & Gary (2004) 

Methods: MM  =Manual MethodMethods: MM  =Manual Method
SMM=SemiSMM=Semi--Manual MethodManual Method
OCM=Oriented Connectivity Method OCM=Oriented Connectivity Method 



Lee, Newman, & Gary (2004)Lee, Newman, & Gary (2004)

Remaining problems:Remaining problems:
--crossing loopscrossing loops
--misconnectionsmisconnections
--ambiguous connectionsambiguous connections
--faint loopsfaint loops
--crowded regionscrowded regions

Simulation results:Simulation results:
--OCM renders mostOCM renders most
of the loop structuresof the loop structures



3D3D--Reconstruction of Coronal Magnetic FieldReconstruction of Coronal Magnetic Field

Full testing of theoreticalFull testing of theoretical
magnetic field magnetic field 
extrapolation modelsextrapolation models
with EUVwith EUV--traced loopstraced loops
requires 3D requires 3D 
reconstruction ofreconstruction of
loop coordinatesloop coordinates
[x(s), y(s), z(s)]  [x(s), y(s), z(s)]  

(1) Solar(1) Solar--rotationrotation
dynamic stereoscopydynamic stereoscopy
(2) Two(2) Two--spacecraftspacecraft
stereoscopy stereoscopy 



WiegelmannWiegelmann & & NeukirchNeukirch (2002)(2002)AschwandenAschwanden et al. (1999)et al. (1999)

--Tests of theoretical  (potential field, linear forceTests of theoretical  (potential field, linear force--free,free,
and nonlinear forceand nonlinear force--free) magnetic field extrapolation byfree) magnetic field extrapolation by
comparison with observed EUV loops (projected in 2D)comparison with observed EUV loops (projected in 2D)

--3D reconstruction of EUV loop coordinates with “dynamic3D reconstruction of EUV loop coordinates with “dynamic
solarsolar--rotation stereoscopy” or “tworotation stereoscopy” or “two--spacecraft observations”spacecraft observations”



WiegelmannWiegelmann & & NeukirchNeukirch (2002)(2002)

Matching/FittingMatching/Fitting
of EUV tracingsof EUV tracings
and extrapolatedand extrapolated
field lines allowsfield lines allows
to constrain freeto constrain free
parameters:parameters:

Alpha of nonlinearAlpha of nonlinear
forceforce--free fieldfree field
model.model.



Automated detection of coronal loop structures Automated detection of coronal loop structures 
to test theoretical models of magnetic field to test theoretical models of magnetic field 
extrapolations (potential field, constantextrapolations (potential field, constant--alpha, …) alpha, …) 
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Disentangling of coronal loop strandsDisentangling of coronal loop strands

ProblemsProblems::
--Isolated loops don’t existIsolated loops don’t exist
--Every background consists of loops itselfEvery background consists of loops itself
--Disentangling of nested loop strands often impossibleDisentangling of nested loop strands often impossible
due to lack of 3D information and insufficient resolutiondue to lack of 3D information and insufficient resolution

--Background is often illBackground is often ill--defined because it requiresdefined because it requires
modeling of background loops ad infinitum modeling of background loops ad infinitum 



Each loop strand represents an “isolated miniEach loop strand represents an “isolated mini--atmosphere”atmosphere”
and has its own hydrodynamic structure T(s), n_e(s). and has its own hydrodynamic structure T(s), n_e(s). 
If we don’t resolve a bundle of loop strands (e.g. in CDS image)If we don’t resolve a bundle of loop strands (e.g. in CDS image)
we cannot model it as a single we cannot model it as a single fluxtubefluxtube with a 1with a 1--dimensional dimensional 
hydrodynamic model (it would be rather a statistical average).hydrodynamic model (it would be rather a statistical average).

Need to separate Need to separate curvicurvi--linear coordinates of loop strandslinear coordinates of loop strands
in images with sufficient spatial resolution (e.g., TRACE)  in images with sufficient spatial resolution (e.g., TRACE)  



Loop detection inLoop detection in
tripletriple--filter TRACE datafilter TRACE data
(171 A, 195 A, 284 A)(171 A, 195 A, 284 A)
19981998--JunJun--12 1205:20 UT12 1205:20 UT

--Manual tracing (10 pts)Manual tracing (10 pts)
--splinespline interpolationinterpolation
x(s),y(s)x(s),y(s)

--1D stretching with1D stretching with
bilinear interpolationbilinear interpolation

--multiple strands visiblemultiple strands visible
--spatial offsets of loopspatial offsets of loop
centroidscentroids in 3 filtersin 3 filters

--background loopsbackground loops
--background mossbackground moss



ForwardForward--modeling of model (T,EM) x Response modeling of model (T,EM) x Response Obs.fluxesObs.fluxes



--backgroundbackground
estimate fromestimate from
44thth--orderorder
polynomial fitpolynomial fit
to loop profileto loop profile

--multiple loopmultiple loop
strands withstrands with
different different 
temperaturestemperatures

--TripleTriple--filterfilter
fluxes can befluxes can be
fitted withfitted with
22--componentcomponent
model (T,n_e)model (T,n_e)



T1=2.25 MKT1=2.25 MK

T2=0.95 MKT2=0.95 MK

EM2=3*10^29 EM2=3*10^29 
[cm[cm--5]5]

EM1=1*10^28EM1=1*10^28
[cm[cm--5]5]

Results of 2Results of 2--loopstrand forwardloopstrand forward--modeling to fluxes:modeling to fluxes:
[T1(s),EM1(s);(T2(s),EM2(s)] [T1(s),EM1(s);(T2(s),EM2(s)] F_171(s), F_195(s), F_284(s)  F_171(s), F_195(s), F_284(s)  



STEREOSTEREO--AA STEREOSTEREO--BB

T1T1 T1T1
T2T2 T3T3

Two views from two different spacecraft Two views from two different spacecraft 
will allow the subtraction of two independentwill allow the subtraction of two independent
background flux profiles background flux profiles f(T2[x]),f(T2[x]), f(T3[x]) andf(T3[x]) and
provides a consistency check for the uncontaminatedprovides a consistency check for the uncontaminated
backgroundbackground--subtracted flux subtracted flux f(T1[x])f(T1[x]) of a selected loop.of a selected loop.

xx xx

ff ff
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3D coordinates of oscillating loops  [x(t), y(t), z(t)] 3D coordinates of oscillating loops  [x(t), y(t), z(t)] 



Two views from two STEREO spacecraft provide completeTwo views from two STEREO spacecraft provide complete
3D coordinates of loop oscillations, [x(t),y(t),z(t)], [v_x(t),v3D coordinates of loop oscillations, [x(t),y(t),z(t)], [v_x(t),v_y(t),v_z(t)]_y(t),v_z(t)]
and allows decomposition of multiple wave modes. and allows decomposition of multiple wave modes. 



MHD fast sausage mode MHD fast kink mode

Impulsively generated 
(propagating) wave

MHD slow (acoustic) mode 
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3D geometry of filaments 3D geometry of filaments 

--Geometry and multiGeometry and multi--threat structure of filamentsthreat structure of filaments
((helicityhelicity, , chiralitychirality, handedness , handedness conservation, conservation, fluxropesfluxropes))

--SpatioSpatio--temporal evolution and hydrodynamic balancetemporal evolution and hydrodynamic balance
--Stability conditions for quiescent filamentsStability conditions for quiescent filaments
--Hydrodynamic instability and magnetic instabilityHydrodynamic instability and magnetic instability
of erupting filaments leading to flares and of erupting filaments leading to flares and CMEsCMEs

EnvoldEnvold (2001)(2001) AulanierAulanier & & SchmiederSchmieder (2002)(2002)



Measuring the twist of magnetic field linesMeasuring the twist of magnetic field lines

AschwandenAschwanden (2004)(2004)

--Measuring the number of turns in twisted loopsMeasuring the number of turns in twisted loops
--Testing the kinkTesting the kink--instability criterion for stable/erupting loopsinstability criterion for stable/erupting loops
--Monitoring the evolution of magnetic relaxation (untwisting)Monitoring the evolution of magnetic relaxation (untwisting)
between between preflarepreflare and and postflarepostflare loops loops 



Measuring the twist of magnetic field linesMeasuring the twist of magnetic field lines

AschwandenAschwanden (2004)(2004)

--Measuring number of turns in (twisted) Measuring number of turns in (twisted) sigmoidssigmoids
before and after eruptionbefore and after eruption

--Test of kinkTest of kink--instability criterion as trigger of flares/instability criterion as trigger of flares/CMEsCMEs



Measuring the twist of erupting Measuring the twist of erupting fluxropesfluxropes

Gary & Moore (2004)Gary & Moore (2004)

--Measuring number of turns in erupting Measuring number of turns in erupting fluxropesfluxropes
--Test of kinkTest of kink--instability criterion as trigger of flares/instability criterion as trigger of flares/CMEsCMEs



Stereoscopic view of an erupting filamentStereoscopic view of an erupting filament

--Identification of a common feature from two views is difficultIdentification of a common feature from two views is difficult
for nested structures (loop arcades, active region loops)for nested structures (loop arcades, active region loops)

--Stereoscopic 3DStereoscopic 3D--reconstruction is least ambiguous for smallreconstruction is least ambiguous for small
stereostereo--angles, but 3D accuracy is best for large stereoangles, but 3D accuracy is best for large stereo--angles:angles:
optimum at angles of ~10optimum at angles of ~10--30 deg.30 deg.



Animation of stereoscopic view (with a separation angle of 45 deg)
of an erupting filament and associated flare loop arcade 
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SpatioSpatio--temporal evolution of flare loop systemstemporal evolution of flare loop systems

-- SpatioSpatio--temporal fragmentation of magnetic reconnectiontemporal fragmentation of magnetic reconnection
-- Hydrodynamics, heating, cooling of 100’s of flare arcade loopsHydrodynamics, heating, cooling of 100’s of flare arcade loops
-- FootpointFootpoint (double) ribbon separation and X(double) ribbon separation and X--point height h(s)point height h(s)
-- Shear vs. height relation of reconnecting field lines Shear vs. height relation of reconnecting field lines 

AschwandenAschwanden (2002)(2002)





Side view of filament
eruption and expanding
postflare arcade

Increasing footpoint
separation and apparent
expansion of postflare
loop arcade indicates
rise of reconnection
X-points according to 
the Kopp-Pneuman model.   



Hydrodynamic modeling of the evolutionHydrodynamic modeling of the evolution
of a flare loop system requires modeling ofof a flare loop system requires modeling of
the density  n(s,t) and temperature T(s,t) inthe density  n(s,t) and temperature T(s,t) in
a timea time--dependent multidependent multi--loop system, convolution loop system, convolution 
with the filter response functions and forwardwith the filter response functions and forward--fittingfitting
to multito multi--filter data in soft Xfilter data in soft X--ray and EUV images.ray and EUV images.



Forward-fit model of cooling (post-reconnection) flare loop arcade



Forward-fit model of relaxing (post-reconnection) flare loops



Stereoscopic views allows for modeling constraints from 2 projections
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Observation of CME Structure with LASCO/SoHO

How can spatio-temporal complexity be modeled
or quantified in terms of 3D models ? 



3D Reconstruction from 2 STEREO images
(either from EUVI or white-light coronagraphs) 

Sun

xx

y

z

(0,0,0)

CME

3D Reconstruction
Volume

x-y plane coplanar
with STEREO
spacecraft A and B



x

y

z

(0,0,0)

Independent 
reconstruction planes
of 3D volume:

f(x,y,z=z_n)

f(x,y,z=z_2)
f(x,y,z=z_1)

X-y plane coplanar
with STEREO
spacecraft A and B



Slices with independent 2D reconstructions :
- Adjacent solutions can be used as additional constraints



2D Slices of reconstruction from 2 views

STEREO-B

STEREO-A



Is 2D reconstruction from two projections unique ?
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The number of ambiguous 2D distributions scales
with N=n!, where n is the ratio of structure/pixel



Ambiguity in reconstruction of flat 2D distribution:  N=n!



Ambiguities in 2D reconstruction of flat distributions: N=n!
for non-orthogonal stereo-angles 



Non-flat distributions can be decomposed into flat 
sub-distributions. Ambiguities in reconstruction  N=n1!*n2!*…



Flux profile of one STEREO slice: 

1
3
6 pixels

Flux  resolution N3=1!=1
N2=3!=6
N1=6!=720

N1*N2*N3=4320
Pixel resolution

Ambiguities in reconstructing 2D distributions from pairs of arbitrary 2D projections:

!_
1 i

fluxn
iamb nN =Π=

n_flux = max(flux)/dflux (flux resolution)
n_i     = structure width/pixel  (spatial resolution) 



Strategies: BACK-PROJECTION METHOD 

1) Unique solution can be obtained if no finestructure
is recovered:

n_1 = n_2 = n_3 = …. = 1
N_amb = 1

n_1=1
n_2=1
n_3=1





Strategy 2: 
- Adjacent solutions can be used as additional constraints



First-Proxi Reconstruction Algorithm :

1) 3D density reconstruction can be broken down into slices
of 2D reconstructions with a back-projection method.

2) Backprojection method can be much faster than other methods
(pixon, etc.)

3) Backprojection gives one possible result, but there is no
unambiguous solution using a pair of projections.

4) The number of ambiguous solutions scales with

where n_i=structure size/pixel is the spatial resolution of structures
And n_flux=max(flux)/dflux is the flux resolution.  

!_
1 i

fluxn
iamb nN =Π=

5) Additional constraints can be imposed from adjacent slices
of the STEREO reconstruction.

6) Disentangled linear features (loops, filaments, flux ropes) can be 
reconstructed almost unambiguously with two views, but the finestructure
of extended sources (CME shells) is highly ambiguous to reconstruct. 



Conclusions :Conclusions :
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1)1) Coronal magnetic field : Coronal magnetic field : 2D projections can be automatically 2D projections can be automatically 
mapped with fingerprinting methods and be used to test mapped with fingerprinting methods and be used to test 
theoretical models (e.g. nonlinear forcetheoretical models (e.g. nonlinear force--free field models)        free field models)        

2)2) Coronal Loops :Coronal Loops : Hydrodynamic modeling requires Hydrodynamic modeling requires 
disentangling of loop strands with multidisentangling of loop strands with multi--temperature filterstemperature filters
and stereoscopic determination of geometry. Stereoscopicand stereoscopic determination of geometry. Stereoscopic
3D coordinates can disentangle multiple loop oscillation mo3D coordinates can disentangle multiple loop oscillation modes.des.

3)3) Filaments/Prominences/Filaments/Prominences/FluxropesFluxropes
Measurements of twist and Measurements of twist and helicityhelicity enabled with stereoscopy. enabled with stereoscopy. 

4)4) PostflarePostflare loop systemsloop systems
Stereoscopic tracking of Stereoscopic tracking of spatiospatio--temporal evolution may providetemporal evolution may provide
insights into hydrodynamics and reconnection dynamics.insights into hydrodynamics and reconnection dynamics.

5)5) CME tracking CME tracking 
3D reconstruction of CME structures (e.g. via back3D reconstruction of CME structures (e.g. via back--projection) projection) 
from 2 or 3 linefrom 2 or 3 line--ofof--sights) is ambiguous and challenging.sights) is ambiguous and challenging.
Additional aAdditional a--priori constraints are required (e.g. max.entropy).priori constraints are required (e.g. max.entropy).



http://http://www.lmsal.com/~aschwandwww.lmsal.com/~aschwand//


